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Monitoring

A. Introduction
Human rights monitoring refers to the collection, verification, and use of information about human rights
27
violations. Monitors use a systematic approach to collect, verify, and analyze information to identify violations of
human rights. For purposes of this manual, the monitoring process can be broken down into monitoring, or the
fact-finding and collection of information regarding the human rights violations, and documentation, the
processing, compilation, and presentation of the monitoring results.
28

Human rights monitoring can also serve as a tool for systematic and long-term social or legal change.
Advocates should communicate the monitoring results and recommendations to the appropriate authorities, the
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media, civil society organizations, and others to raise awareness about their findings to create social change.
Advocacy should also be considered an integral part of any monitoring project.

29

Human rights monitors seek to identify and investigate the extent to which the reality of a given situation falls
short of the standards set forth in international human rights law. Monitors collect accurate and objective
information based on fundamental principles of monitoring. The methodologies and scope of each monitoring
project vary depending on the project’s objectives, resources, and design.
Monitoring methodologies are based on the issue being evaluated and include interviews, media monitoring,
forensic exams, process observation, on-site inspections, surveys, and audio-visual recording. This chapter
focuses on the traditional, qualitative methods of human rights monitoring. To that end, this chapter provides
guidance on conducting fact-finding through interviews and other information-gathering techniques. Chapters 4
and 5 provide introductions to additional monitoring tools and remote monitoring, discussing how these additional
tools can supplement fact-finding interviews. For further details on how to use other forms of monitoring, these
chapters provide referrals to other resources.
In traditional human rights monitoring, international human rights principles and norms are used as the standard
30
in an objective assessment of a case or a situation. This chapter focuses on the mechanics of monitoring, but
advocates should bear in mind that there are overarching principles that govern this type of work. These
principles for human rights monitors were developed by the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human
31
Rights and are summarized in this section. This manual incorporates those principles in setting forth guidelines
and considerations for advocates undertaking human rights monitoring. See “Chapter V. Basic Principles of
Monitoring” in the Training Manual on Human Rights Monitoring by Office of the High Commissioner for Human
Rights for further discussion.
Human Rights Monitoring Principles

32

Principle 1: Do no harm.
The core of this principle is that the investigation of human rights violations should not cause further damage to
the victims. Although the collection of information is essential in human rights monitoring, it should never be done
at the expense of another person’s physical safety at any phase, or the emotional and mental health of the victim.
As a general rule, human rights monitors should interview victims only when absolutely necessary and when the
monitor can respect this principle. In cases where monitors are unable to obtain the information without risk to the
victim or potential victims, or where an interview may cause physical or psychological harm and appropriate
protection is not available, the monitors should not carry out the interview. Upholding the do no harm principle
also involves protecting the confidentiality of interviewees.
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Principle 2: Respect the mandate.
Advocates should ensure that all monitors comprehend the project’s mandate. Monitors should understand how
the monitoring fulfills the mandate, what actions are permissible under the mandate, and what ethical
considerations and potential harms are associated with it. Respecting the mandate also involves respecting
boundaries between the monitor and interviewee. Monitors should remember the respondent is an interviewee for
purposes of monitoring, should not seek to befriend or counsel respondents, and should maintain professional
boundaries. If the monitor realizes that the respondent needs assistance, the monitor can provide appropriate
referrals.
Principle 3: Know the standards.
Monitors should know and understand the applicable standards and laws, including relevant international and
regional human rights standards. They should understand the applicable international obligations and the extent
to which these obligations can be enforced. In addition, monitors should know and understand relevant domestic
laws, policies, and practices. These include national and local laws, as well as policies and guidelines issued by
different governmental bodies. For example, when monitoring the government response to domestic violence,
team members should not only understand the statutory laws, but should also seek to obtain protocols for police,
prosecutors, health care providers, and child protection workers. They should also seek out community and victim
support policies and judicial order for protection decision templates. Monitors should examine the issue broadly to
determine if more general standards apply as well. For example, protocols related to crime victims, although not
specific to domestic violence, may still be applicable.
Principle 4. Exercise good judgment.
When monitoring human rights violations, unanticipated situations may arise that require monitors to change the
monitoring protocol. When deciding whether to deviate from the established protocol and what specific action to
take, the monitor should always use his or her best judgment and adhere as much as possible to the other
monitoring principles, particularly those of do no harm and respecting the project’s mandate.
Principle 5. Seek consultation.
Monitors should communicate with team members and leaders throughout the monitoring stage and consult
when difficult questions arise. Regular debriefing after interviews can help promote conformance to the mandate.
Debriefing will also allow the team to continuously evaluate the process and identify early patterns, gaps, and
areas for follow-up. Additionally, monitors may wish to consult with experts such as victims/survivors, advocates,
academics, or service providers. Experts can assist in various stages of the process. They can help develop or
vet interview questions for different stakeholders, or provide legal advice about potential consequences for
participants in the monitoring project. Similarly, it may be helpful to consult with other advocates or victims to
determine what recommendations they believe would best promote the victims’ rights.
Principle 6. Respect the authorities.
Monitors should remember their role as objective fact-finders and always respect authorities’ roles and
responsibilities. A typical objective of monitoring is to change or stimulate a governmental response to a particular
human rights situation. Conducting monitoring in a respectful manner can help preserve the opportunity for
positive engagement with government actors and decision makers in the advocacy phase. Monitors can
demonstrate respect by observing local laws and ordinances, by seeking official permission to conduct monitoring
activities, and by using respectful and professional language at all times. As part of this principle, monitors may
need to carefully assess who they select for the team to ensure there are no risks or conflicts involved in
engaging with the authorities.
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Principle 7. Credibility.
Monitors should strive to maintain their credibility and that of the organization they represent. This principle
applies relative to the respondents being interviewed, as well as to the public at large. Credibility is crucial to
successful monitoring, documentation, and advocacy. Individuals—whether victims, witnesses, informants,
policymakers, or media—will be more open to coming forward and providing reliable information if they trust the
organization and project. Credibility is also important in the presentation of the findings. The impact of any
advocacy initiative will depend on the accuracy of the facts upon which it is based. If monitors cannot guarantee
accuracy and objectivity, the outcome may not be helpful, either for the campaign or for the affected communities.
Principle 8. Transparency.
Monitors should be open and transparent about the organization, the project, and its processes without
compromising confidentiality. A transparent methodology enables monitors to account for each step taken to
investigate a human rights violation and how they arrived at conclusions. Clearly laying out the project
background at the start of an interview and establishing a methodology for drawing conclusions for the report can
promote transparency.
Principle 9. Confidentiality.
The project design should include an assessment of the level of confidentiality necessary. Generally, monitors
should preserve the confidentiality of information through all stages of the project and afterward. Safeguarding
confidentiality is imperative to doing no harm, upholding the integrity of the project, maintaining credibility, and
promoting effectiveness. In particular, the identity of victim/survivor-informants must always be protected through
confidentiality and appropriate security measures.
Principle 10. Security.
In addition to the security measures for respondents described above, organizations should take steps to ensure
the security of monitoring team members. These steps may include requiring team members to:
●

Check in with a team leader or other member regularly and after each interview;

●

Avoid taking risks that may place the team member or others’ safety in jeopardy;

●

Carry a cell phone; or

●

Travel in pairs or teams, especially in unsafe areas.

Principle 11. Understand the context.
Before embarking on a monitoring project, monitors should understand the community in which they will be
working. Monitors should undertake preliminary research to know the people, local history, government structure,
and culture. Where relevant to the mandate, monitors should understand the dynamics of micro-communities,
such as customs, language, past histories, and family and community structures. In cases where the community
is deliberately not involved as monitors to prevent risks, or where multiple communities are involved, forming an
advisory committee representative of that population can ensure that fact-finders will comprehend its dynamics.
Principle 12. Need for consistency, persistence, and patience.
Although situations will differ and unanticipated circumstances will arise, monitors should strive to follow the
protocol consistently. Monitoring nearly always has challenges, so it requires monitors to persevere, be patient
and be flexible. At times, monitors may need to adapt or amend their protocol to achieve their goals. They should
be prepared to do so, but remember to respect the mandate and other monitoring principles to the greatest extent
possible.
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Principle 13. Accuracy and precision.
The project protocol should provide the foundation for the collection of accurate and precise information.
Advocates should ask specific and thorough questions and ask follow-up questions for clarity. Interviewers should
write up their notes as soon as possible after completing the interview, the same day if possible, to ensure they
are as accurate as possible. Monitors can also take steps in the documentation process to promote accuracy and
precision. For example, if monitors are not able to draw solid conclusions from their data, their findings may still
have value. In some cases, the data may speak for itself and should be included, possibly with an
acknowledgment of the limitations that prevent inferring a conclusion. Building in corroboration mechanisms, as
well as time to fact-check and review the accuracy of citations, will ensure accurate reporting and attribution.
Finally, monitors should draft and publish the report in a timely fashion to ensure the information presented is
relevant.
Principle 14. Impartiality and objectivity.
Monitors should strive to be objective and impartial in all stages of the monitoring and documentation process.
For example, in their work fact-finders should not demonstrate political positions or biases against governments,
officials, businesses, interviewees, or other relevant bodies. Monitors should apply this principle when evaluating
their findings. They should avoid using subjective reference points and instead rely on the project mandate and
international human rights framework as the standard for evaluation.
Principle 15. Sensitivity.
Monitors should thoroughly consider all possible legal ramifications and social consequences of the project for
respondents, their families, and the community-at-large. Monitors should be sensitive to any possible unintended
effects of the documentation process, such as perpetuating negative stereotypes or increasing conflicts between
different groups. Monitors should also be sensitive to possible consequences of their selection of fact-finders and
consider using a vetting process. Organizations should train monitors on the harms a victim may have
experienced, the short- and long-term consequences, and the potential of re-traumatization of victims and
secondary traumatization of the interviewers. Monitors should also train fact-finders on cultural and linguistic
sensitivities specific to different communities.
Principle 16. Integrity and professionalism.
Monitors should always demonstrate integrity, honesty, and respect to all participants and team members. They
should maintain a professional demeanor, be knowledgeable, and exercise diligence and competence in their
work. Monitors should avoid making promises they cannot keep.
Principle 17. Visibility.
Monitors may want to take steps to ensure that relevant authorities and the local community are aware that
monitoring is taking place. These steps may involve public outreach and meetings with identified community
leaders. The extent of information they disclose about the monitoring will depend on the nature of the project. In
some cases, raising visibility of the issue may be an integral part of the project design. In doing so, monitors
should consider the questions they plan to ask respondents and whether public knowledge of those questions
could place them at any risk for further violence, intimidation, or retaliation.

B. Developing a Monitoring and Documentation Protocol
A human rights monitoring methodology generally includes the collection of data and other information from the
people experiencing the abuses, witnesses, and people involved in causing or responding to the violations. This
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information-gathering is often accomplished through interviews in combination with other methods, such as review
and analysis of documents or observation of processes and events.
Careful planning and design of a monitoring and documentation protocol is essential to its success. Before
beginning, advocates should, to the extent possible, map out the monitoring and documentation project in its
entirety to avoid basic errors, such as wasting time in interviews by asking irrelevant or poorly articulated
questions, using a research design that is ill-suited to the task, or employing a methodology that does not match
33
the project needs, skills, or available resources. This section introduces the basic steps and considerations
involved in designing a monitoring project. The nature of a particular project or the experience of a particular
organization may require that some of the steps be re-ordered. Advocates should be flexible and use good
judgment in designing the project.
Advocates should also make sure that they are aware of and in compliance with local laws when conducting
human rights monitoring and documentation. For example, when applying for a visa to visit a country to conduct
human rights monitoring, advocates should be careful not to apply for a tourist visa when the purpose of their visit
is not for tourism. In some jurisdictions, human rights monitors must register their presence with the local police.
Step 1. Determine Your Objectives.
Advocates should determine what they want to accomplish through the project and whether it is the best use of
their organization’s resources. The following are some preliminary questions to assist in evaluating a potential
monitoring project:
Practitioner’s tip: Activists
What are the project’s goals and why does it fit the organization’s mission?
should consider an initial
consultation with advocates
 How does this project improve human rights conditions within the
working with the victim
community and foster a greater understanding of human rights?
population to determine
 Is the project timely?
whether attention generated by
 Is another organization already carrying out a similar project? Can
the monitoring would be helpful
the proposed project enhance work that is already completed in this
to the cause and not
area?
deleterious. In some cases,
 Does the organization have the expertise, funding, resources, and
victims’ representatives may
objectivity to carry out the project?
believe that increased attention
 Will the organization be called upon to evaluate issues that fall
to the issue may generate
outside of its scope of expertise or mandate? Is this appropriate and
34
public outcry for an outcome
to what degree?
that may be more harmful to
 What measurable findings can this project yield?
their clients at that time. The
 How can the monitors analyze the findings?
advocates may ask that
 What will the final product be, e.g., a publication, a video, or a
monitoring not take place,
report?
public attention to the
 What additional investigation and follow-up will the project suggest?
monitoring be minimized, or that
 What public awareness and advocacy activities are needed to
35
the release of the report be
achieve the project goals?
restricted in some way.
33
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The advocate should draw upon these and similar questions to frame the project and determine an end goal. At
this initial stage, the end goal can be broadly defined, for example, to increase safety for marginalized populations
or increase access to health care. Once the end goal is identified and deemed appropriate to the organization’s
work, the advocate can proceed to define the project more clearly, outline its objectives, and determine the
mandate.
i. Identify the Issue and Need
36
One of the first steps in monitoring is to identify the human rights issue to be investigated. Often, the need for
investigation will emerge from the issues identified by a service provider, a non-governmental organization
(NGO), or an activist group. In some cases, the victim group or a representative may approach the organization
asking for help in documenting a human rights violation. Other times, the organization itself may identify the need
through client contact or through concerns it hears from the community.
Advocates should verify the need for the monitoring project. Becoming aware of what is already known about the
issue will avoid duplication of efforts and wasted resources. If other groups are addressing the same issue,
advocates should ask themselves whether their project will expand upon or add value to ongoing work. Also,
confirming the need for monitoring is an important measure to prevent potential future harm. In some cases,
victims or their representatives may be intentionally minimizing public attention to the issue. Reviewing relevant
materials and speaking to affected individuals, communities, and stakeholders with experience on the issue will
37
help advocates narrow the focus and assess the actual need.
Advocates should describe the nature of the violation as much as possible before beginning:





What is happening?
What are its causes?
Is the violation an isolated incident or part of a larger pattern?
Who are the parties involved? Are they victims, perpetrators, responsible government actors, witnesses,
38
or NGOs?

Complete answers to these questions will come through the process of monitoring itself.
ii. Define the Scope
The next step in planning is to define the scope of the project based on the available time, money, and other
39
resources, while maintaining the focus on the larger issue to be addressed. The scope may be determined by
40
the specific rights at issue, the affected population, geography, historical events, or any combination of these.
Advocates should ask themselves:




What concerns have been raised that compel this project?
What has been studied already? What has not?
How narrowly construed can the project be while still remaining meaningful and impactful?
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Projects that focus on violations perpetrated against a specific population, such as children, women, or
41
immigrants, may include additional factors to broaden or narrow the focus of the mandate. For example, an
organization seeking to monitor trafficking might narrow its focus from “women” to “indigenous women in a
particular area.” Although the scope is narrower, the findings may still reveal broader problems with the justice
system that affect all victims of trafficking. When defining these parameters, advocates should be guided by the
fundamental principles of monitoring, the project’s objectives, resources, timeline, and surrounding legal context.
iii. Identify the Human Rights Standards
In human rights monitoring, human rights standards provide the framework for the project design or protocol.
Advocates should have a clear understanding of the international human rights standards relevant to the issue
area being monitored, including standards set forth in the relevant UN and regional treaties and guidelines.
Advocates should also know the government’s ratification and reservation status for each of the relevant treaties.
Depending on the issue, the project design may also include review of national and local laws and policies
relevant to the violation.
The level and degree to which advocates must know the standards will vary. Advocates seeking to do basic
human rights monitoring may be able to find the standard appropriate for their work simply by reading the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Or, they may need to delve more deeply into international law to
understand the meaning underlying those provisions, how they are interpreted by treaty bodies, and how they
interconnect with other rights. For example, on a most basic level, advocates working on a specific due process
42
matter may only need to know that everyone has the right to freedom from arbitrary detention. On the other
hand, advocates working on a more complex issue, such as sex trafficking, will need to understand a wide range
of rights, including: freedom from slavery, discrimination, and torture; right to life, liberty, and security of person;
equal protection of the laws; and the right to an effective remedy. Advocates should also understand what those
rights mean in terms of the government’s obligations to prevent trafficking, provide remedies to victims, and
prosecute traffickers.
When identifying the relevant international standards, advocates should think broadly about how multiple human
rights intersect over a single issue. For example, domestic violence not only violates a woman’s right to be free
from discrimination and violence (CEDAW, General Recommendation 19), it also triggers a woman’s right to be
free from torture (ICCPR and CAT), a woman’s right to equality before the law (ICCPR), and a woman’s right to
the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health (ICESCR). Advocates should also look to other
policy documents that help interpret binding treaties, such as general comments and concluding observations
issued by the treaty bodies, as well as declarations, resolutions, principles, and guidelines. While not legally
binding, these latter instruments represent an international consensus on an issue and can have persuasive
force.
Some questions advocates can ask themselves when identifying the human rights standards include:





41
42

What human rights issues are triggered or influenced by the violation?
What treaties govern the human rights issues?
What are the relevant provisions and standards within these treaties?
Are there any other instruments, such as treaty body general comments or concluding observations, that
provide more depth to the standard?

Ibid.
UN General Assembly, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 1966, Art. 14(5).
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Sometimes these questions can be difficult to answer. Advocates can get help by reviewing reports that other
organizations such as Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, The Advocates for Human Rights, or the
United Nations may have published related to the issue. Advocates may also seek consultation with colleagues at
these organizations or with experts at law schools who focus on human rights law.
iv. Determine What Information Is Needed and How to Obtain It
The next step involves identifying the information necessary to assess whether the government is in compliance
with its human rights obligations. Monitoring human rights violations involves examining the experiences that stem
from the violation, the parties involved, the framework set up to address that issue, such as legislation, policies, or
resources, as well as the implementation and effectiveness of that framework.
Advocates should identify potential sources of information needed for the monitoring project. Apart from
secondary sources, direct sources of human rights information include: victims, witnesses, and evidentiary
material; government agencies; human rights organizations and other NGOs; social service agencies; media;
43
academics; treaty monitoring and other UN bodies; and inter-governmental organizations. Advocates should
consider who may have relevant information: parties suspected of committing, directing, or authorizing the abuse;
individuals or groups affected by the violation; and people working on the issue. This step is meant only to provide
a starting point for the monitoring project. The list of potential sources of information will expand and evolve as the
project is implemented.
Ardeth Maung Thawnghmung: “The ‘Other’
Karen in Myanmar: Ethnic Minorities and the
Struggle Without Arms”
Ardeth Maung Thawnghmung, a member of the
Karen ethnic minority from Myanmar, wanted to
tell the story of the conflict in her homeland
through the eyes of the Karen who experienced
human rights abuses and were forced to flee. To
obtain this information, Thawnghmung used
opinion surveys and conducted interviews with
members of the Karen diaspora. She used this
information to write a book called “The ‘Other’
Karen in Myanmar: Ethnic Minorities and the
44
Struggle Without Arms.”

In some cases, giving voice to the victims is part of the project mandate. For example, rather than fulfill a specific
research query, a project’s goal might be to collect personal accounts from the victims or potential victims to
document their experiences. In the case of a truth commission or public tribunal, the overall goals include
providing a forum for victims to come forward voluntarily and tell their stories. In other cases, however,
interviewing victims is not necessary to meet project goals, or the advocate can obtain the information from other
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sources, such as advocates who work with the victims. Advocates who interview victims should do so only when
victim participation is safe and strictly voluntary, and when appropriate support structures are in place. Advocates
should consider the following questions:






Is victim participation essential to meet project goals?
Can the information be obtained some other way, such as through interviewing a victim’s representative
or advocate?
If a victim is interviewed, is there a process to ensure it is voluntary, and the victim has given informed
consent?
Are there support structures in place?
Can confidentiality be guaranteed?

Speaking about the experience may be healing for victims of human rights abuses, but it may also be stressful or
traumatic. Advocates should be trained to recognize distress and should incorporate measures into the monitoring
45
protocol to diminish any potential trauma to interviewees. See “Step 6. Training the Monitoring Team” on page
46 for further discussion of this issue.

Practitioner’s tip: The World Health Organization (WHO) provides guidelines on reducing harm to
female respondents in studies on violence against women. Advocates can draw upon these guidelines
and adapt them to their specific monitoring context. The following guidelines are taken directly from the
WHO guide on researching violence against women:
●

Interview only one woman per household.

●

Do not interview men about violence in the same households or clusters where women have been
asked about violence.

●

Dummy questionnaires may be used if others enter the room during the interview.

●

Candy and games may be used to distract children during interviews.

●

Use of self-response questionnaires for some portions of the interview may be useful for literate
46
populations.

Human rights monitors can collect the information needed in different ways, ranging from on-site inspections and
interviews to forensic exams and process observation. Advocates should carefully consider methodologies and
choose one or a combination of methodologies that best addresses the research objectives, best respects the
47
monitoring principles, and will still be feasible given the project’s material and human resources. “Step 3.
Developing Your Approach” on page 26 addresses methodology selection in more detail.
Step 2. Gain Background Knowledge.
Advocates should develop an understanding of the domestic legal context that governs the issue and affects the
violation, victims, perpetrators, legal actors, NGOs, and other stakeholders. At the start of a monitoring project,
monitors should identify and review all relevant legislation and standards. The team may also need to determine
and understand the framework of applicable systems and protocols. Gaining background knowledge of the legal
context may be as simple as reviewing the policy on that issue. In other cases, such as the more complex
45
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example of human sex trafficking, the team may need to understand not only the federal and state laws on
trafficking, but also criminal laws on prostitution and sex trafficking of minors, immigration law, maritime law, as
well as federal, state, and local agencies set up to address the issue.
Some questions to ask when identifying and canvassing laws, policies, and practices include the following:







What is the human rights violation?
How do other human rights intersect with that violation?
What criminal, civil, and administrative laws address those human rights issues?
What agencies, offices, or actors are involved?
What plans, policies, and protocols have they issued?
Are there any general issues that affect this particular human rights violation? If so, are there any relevant
policies or protocols governing this issue?

The Advocates for Human Rights: Conducting Background Research for a Report on Sex
Trafficking
The Advocates for Human Rights conducted a needs assessment
on human sex trafficking in Minnesota using a human rights
methodology. The report Sex Trafficking Needs Assessment for
the State of Minnesota (available at
http://www.advrights.org/Human_Rights_ Reports.html) was
published in September 2008. It examines the government
response to this issue at the local, state, tribal, and federal levels;
identifies facilities and services currently available to trafficking
victims in Minnesota; assesses their effectiveness; and makes
recommendations for coordinating services to better meet the
needs of sex trafficking victims and increasing accountability for
traffickers.
Because sex trafficking often involves violations of state, federal,
and international law, The Advocates first did a detailed legal
analysis of the various laws as part of the project design, including
the extent to which these laws contradict or complement each other. This analysis included a review of
previous cases of sex trafficking and the strengths and weaknesses of the legal systems in addressing
the problem. The background research also included review of data and statistics available about sex
trafficking and existing reports on the problem in Minnesota and other states. The monitoring team also
surveyed Minnesota organizations working in this field for initial information and the services available to
victims of sex trafficking and their views of the gaps in services.
Advocates should also seek to understand the social, economic, religious, cultural, political, and local factors that
affect the human rights violations, as well as attributes of the target group or community. This is particularly
important where the advocates are not part of the affected group, or the organization has not worked previously
with that community. In addition to interviews with affected populations, secondary sources, such as literature,
reports, scientific research, news articles, and historical documents can help advocates understand the context in
which the alleged violations take place.
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When working in a new community, organizations should develop and pursue appropriate strategies to access
information about the group concerned. One tactic is to foster relationships with local contacts and form an
advisory committee or outreach group. Local contacts can act as a bridge between fact-finders and the local
48
community. They can provide insight on new developments, as well as inform advocates about ongoing issues.
They can also help the fact-finding process by liaising with victims, witnesses, and others, and by providing them
information about and referrals to the monitoring organization. If an organization chooses to establish an advisory
committee, it should train the committee about the organization, the project mandate, and the principles of
monitoring.
Practitioner’s tip: During the monitoring
process, advocates should take special
care to record all relevant details about the
sources of information gathered, including
URLs if available. In the documentation
stage, it is important to be able to cite the
sources of information that substantiate any
claims.

Advocates should be flexible and creative in seeking information as
they prepare for the project. Speaking informally with acquaintances
and people not directly involved in the issue can provide information
49
about general public perceptions. The experiences of other
professionals can signal issues for which to be alert. For example,
an attorney may have only 5 clients, all of whom have reported
experiencing the same type of discrimination; although the pool is
not large, this pattern highlights trends that should be further
investigated.

By understanding other factors that influence the situation and its actors, monitors can better evaluate the
dynamics of the human rights violation, its causes and consequences, the victims’ needs, and other contributing
factors.
Step 3. Developing Your Approach.
Before selecting a methodology and defining the scope of the project, advocates should assess their capacity in
terms of time, expertise, money, infrastructure, and technology. They should determine what they are capable of,
and committed to, doing. Evaluating this capacity is an important step to maximize the project’s effectiveness
50
given the available resources. When faced with limited resources, advocates should keep in mind that narrowly
defining the research issue may enable them to obtain more comprehensive and well-researched information.
They should ask themselves questions to fully understand the availability of resources:






Does the advocate or organization have the experience needed for the project? If not, can that
experience be acquired either by learning it or bringing in another person with that experience?
Is there sufficient money to do the project in terms of time, salary, overhead, and other expenses?
What technology is needed for the project? Does the organization already have the technology or can it
be obtained through a donation or partnership? Does that technology have a sharp learning curve and if
so, is that worth the investment of time?
Can volunteers be used to leverage limited resources?

Developing a monitoring procedure entails multiple steps, from developing interviewing questions, to establishing
and training a team, to developing an interview protocol. While advance planning and the development of
procedures are important early steps, advocates should be prepared to remain flexible throughout the entire
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process. Advocates should be willing to alter their methodology and adapt as they encounter gaps or new
information. Advocates should not depend on conditions being ideal. They should be ready to use their judgment
51
to evaluate the circumstances presented and deviate from the protocol if necessary.
i. Time
Time is an important element of any monitoring project design, and advocates should determine a general
timeframe for the project as early as possible. The timeline will be in part dictated by how much and what type of
information the advocate seeks to collect:






Will the timeline continue until a minimum number of people have participated? Advocates should keep in
mind that interviewing a sufficient number of participants will facilitate corroboration and lend credence to
52
conclusions.
Which groups and how many people from each group does the advocate want to interview?
Will the timeline continue until the monitors have collected sufficient information?
How much information is considered sufficient?

Also, monitoring can be either cross-sectional or
longitudinal. Cross-sectional research focuses on a “single
point in time” by splicing out a cross-section of a broader
issue for examination. For example, observing a public
demonstration within a day is a cross-sectional approach. In
general, cross-sectional monitoring tends to serve the
purpose of documenting an emerging issue or building a
legal case. Longitudinal research occurs over a longer
duration, generally months or years, to collect the same data
at regular intervals. This might involve monitoring a human
rights violation, such as juvenile detention conditions, that
would require repeated interviews with the same people,
regular case file review, or possibly multiple, regularly
53
spaced site visits. Longitudinal monitoring allows the advocate to look for trends through time and tends to serve
purposes related to evaluation and monitoring long-term implementation of a law, policy, or system.
Barring other mandated timelines, monitoring should be continued until advocates have done a full investigation,
54
have examined all potential sources and have a developed a solid understanding of the issue. Another indicator
is to continue the fact-finding until the advocate can understand the context and learn to identify distortions within
55
the findings brought about by inaccurate information or personal opinions. Advocates should look at the
objectives of the project and the questions to be answered. If no major gaps are present and the advocate can
begin to identify patterns from the findings, the fact-finding phase is likely nearing or at a completion point. Other
indicators that the fact-finding is nearing completion and closure is appropriate may include the following:



Similar stories being repeated by different interviewees;
Patterns emerging from interviews; and
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Influx of new information diminishing.

When considering the timeframe for a monitoring project, advocates should be aware of timeliness in relation to
the issue. They should seek a balance between a timeline that reflects the available resources and one that
respects the project mandate and monitoring principles. For example, fact-finding that extends out over a period
of several years may yield more information, but also may diminish the relevancy of that information. Advocates
should also consider other factors that will be affected by the passage of time, such as urgent victim needs or
tolling of the statute of limitations for claims.
ii. Expertise
Advocates should design a monitoring project that fits their expertise or develop a plan to acquire key skills or
involve additional people. If an organization is venturing into a new issue area, advocates should ask themselves
56
what the costs and benefits are of venturing into the new area.
Advocates can develop expertise on an issue with appropriate training and research. Reviewing secondary
sources, examining recommendations by other organizations, and conducting preliminary interviews can help
strengthen the monitoring team’s knowledge of an issue. In some cases, forming an advisory committee of
57
relevant experts and/or members of the target community can provide guidance throughout the project.
Advocates may also choose to involve outside resources, including consultants or other professionals with
relevant expertise. For example, in a monitoring project that involves analyzing the legal system’s response to
police brutality, recruiting an attorney or judge who has dealt with these cases to review interview questions may
greatly improve the effectiveness of the monitoring process.
iii. Financial Resources
The availability of funding can also impact the organization’s capacity to carry out monitoring. When assessing
financial resources, advocates should think expansively about all possible expenses that may arise from
monitoring and documentation. Examples of line items for which advocates should plan to allocate costs include:








Staff time to carry out each phase of the project;
Travel expenses to and from interviews;
Room and board if needed;
Reimbursement for interviewees if applicable;
Technology resources;
Layout design and printing costs; and
Other equipment (notepads, A/V equipment, laptops, cameras).

Staff time will likely be the greatest expense. Organizations should be careful not to underestimate the number of
hours a project will take in terms of gathering the information, conducting the interviews, writing the report, and
carrying out advocacy.
In addition, organizations may explore involving volunteers as a resource in monitoring, documentation, and
advocacy. With good planning, instruction, and oversight, use of volunteers can effectively leverage limited
financial resources. Organizations must be prepared, however, to invest time and resources with volunteers to
recruit, screen, train, manage, and recognize them. The section on working with volunteers in “Step 4.
Establishing a Monitoring and Documentation Team” on page 33 discusses this component in more detail.
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The Advocates for Human Rights: Leveraging Pro Bono Resources
At the request of the Liberian Truth & Reconciliation Commission (TRC), The Advocates for Human
Rights coordinated the work of the TRC in the diaspora. Between January 2007 and August 2008, The
Advocates documented statements from more than 1,600 Liberians across the United States, the United
Kingdom, and in the Buduburam Refugee Settlement in Ghana, West Africa. The Advocates also
coordinated five days of TRC public hearings in St. Paul, Minnesota, to document public testimony from
Liberians in the U.S. diaspora. In July 2009, the Advocates presented its 600-page final report to the TRC
of Liberia.
The Advocates for Human Rights carried out the Liberia TRC Diaspora Project with no funding from the
TRC. Instead, it raised a small cash budget from U.S.-based foundations and individual donors and then
leveraged that budget through donations of volunteer time and in-kind support. More than 800 volunteers
contributed their time and energy as statement takers, outreach workers, project advisors, data
management personnel, researchers, graphic designers, and report writers. More than 20 volunteers paid
their own expenses to travel to Ghana
to document the statements of
Liberian refugees there. The U.S.
public hearings were filmed by a
volunteer film crew, while pro bono
lawyers helped witnesses prepare to
testify, psycho-social counselors
provided support to the witnesses and
court reporters transcribed the
proceedings. In all, more than 28 law
firms, academic institutions,
community organizations, and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
were involved as pro bono partners
Pro bono statement-takers at the Buduburam Refugee Settlement in Ghana,
with The Advocates’ Liberia TRC
with some of the Liberian refugees who gave statements for the Liberia TRC
Diaspora Project.
Diaspora Project
Pro bono and in-kind contributions
totaled more than $10 million during the three years of the project, demonstrating the tremendous
potential of leveraging in-kind and volunteer contributions to carry out a multi-year, multi-phase project
with a small cash budget. “This groundbreaking project would just not have been possible without the
58
tremendous contributions of our volunteers,” said The Advocates’ Executive Director Robin Phillips.

iv. Infrastructure and Technology
Advocates should consider the infrastructure the project may require, such as office space, computers, and
telephones. Also, they should assess the kinds of virtual and physical technology they may need for all phases of
the project. Technology considerations include:
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Software. Organizations should research available software to meet their research needs, including
database, citation, and issue-specific software.
Research tools. Legal, news, or other research databases. Some of these tools are free, such as RSS
feeds, while others require a subscription.
Digital capacity. Organizations may need additional digital storage to house and protect large documents
or files.
Physical electronic equipment. This equipment may include A/V equipment, flash drives, printers, copiers,
and laptops.

A variety of online tools relevant to different stages of the process is available, often free or at reduced cost, on
the internet. The Media Advocacy section starting on page 106 and “Appendix A: Document Storage” discuss
some of these tools in more detail.
Step 4. Establishing a Monitoring and Documentation Team.
Advocates should carefully select the monitoring and documentation team. Team members may impact the public
perception of the organization’s credibility and independence, as well as the project’s success. Thoughtful and
appropriate selection of the team is fundamental to project success.
i. Project Needs
The first step is to consider the project needs. At the most basic level, a monitoring and documentation project will
require interviewers to carry out the fact-finding and authors to draft the report. This section addresses these two
roles. Some projects, however, may require other professional expertise, such as the following:









Lawyers to provide advice to the organization or act as an initial consult for interviewees, for example, if
there are potential criminal or immigration status consequences resulting from participation in the
process;
Psychosocial counselors to provide support to interviewees after an interview, if they are discussing
difficult memories;
Interpreters;
Outreach personnel if there is a need to raise visibility, dispel misperceptions, or garner public support;
Videographers or photographers to document images;
Experts for analysis or assessments; and
Editing and layout teams for the report.

It may be helpful for advocates to develop guidelines or checklists of requirements for team members, such as
particular skills, background, or expertise. To better evaluate prospective team members, advocates should
consider planning for a screening stage, including interviews. Advocates may request information from potential
team members in advance, such as a resumes, statements of interest, or letters of recommendation. Careful
screening will help prevent subsequent removal and changing of fact-finders—something that should be avoided
59
if possible except where impropriety, such as breach of confidentiality or incapacity, occurs.
Every monitoring project will have unique characteristics that require different skill sets in fact-finders. There are
certain attributes, however, so fundamental to monitoring that advocates should include these criteria for selecting
fact-finders. At a minimum, team members should be able to commit their time, be flexible, and be available. If
using volunteers, they should be able to commit their own resources if necessary, such as transport to and from
interviews, time, and other incidental expenses. Monitors should be objective, neutral, and free of conflicts of
59
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60

interest. In some cases, organizations may consider developing a vetting process for the team. For example,
where past perpetrators of human rights violations may be present in the community, advocates may wish to have
prospective team members submit their names and resumes to an independent vetting committee with knowledge
of the context of the conflict. Other relevant characteristics include fact-finders’ experience as interviewers, their
61
academic backgrounds, and their knowledge of the issues. Other key attributes include: good verbal and nonverbal communication skills; an ability to perform well under pressure, independently and as part of a team; a
non-judgmental demeanor; familiarity with the affected population; aptitude for establishing rapport and
connecting with interviewees; good conversational interviewing skills; and an ability to take control of an interview
62
while being respectful to the interviewee.
ii. Team Composition
In evaluating the composition of the team, advocates should determine whether and to what extent to involve
members of the affected community as fact-finders. In some cases, their involvement is appropriate or even
necessary to achieve the project mandate. Many organizations have relied on members of the affected
community to monitor and document human rights abuses with powerful results. On the other hand, advocates
must assess the potential consequences for the affected population if they engage with the authorities in a role as
monitors of the abuse. Regardless of the affected population’s role, the monitoring project can have a positive
63
impact on the community by raising public awareness and motivating action for social change.
Border Action Network: Involving Affected Community Members in Monitoring
Border Action Network is a membership-based organization that works with immigrant and border
communities in southern Arizona. For Border Action Network, human rights monitoring and
documentation is an integral part of a larger community process to prevent violations of human rights and
create a culture of dignity and equality. In order to document human rights violations and educate
communities about their human
rights, Border Action Network trains
local residents to collect specific
kinds of information on a
standardized form. Upon completion
of the training, volunteers are given
materials to begin documenting
abuses, as well as a t-shirt and photo
ID card to identify them as a Human
Rights Documenter. Volunteer
Human Rights Documenters set up
tables in public places like churches,
A Border Action Network volunteer training
schools, parks, and grocery stores to
educate other affected community members about the need to report human rights abuses as the first
step to preventing them. In addition, Human Rights Documenters invite individuals and families to
confidentially report abuses committed by both public and private entities. Data gathered by the Human
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Rights Documenters is then entered into a database for analysis by a team of lawyers specializing in
64
human rights, immigration law, and constitutional law.
In other cases, factors such as intra-community divisions may indicate that using a neutral monitoring team
(without members of the affected community) will promote project success. It can promote the objectivity of the
monitors, create a sense of visible neutrality, and help with getting both sides of the story. An independent third
party may instill more objectivity and credibility in the findings and provide an opportunity for conflicting parties to
meet and discuss the results. There are risks, however, that a neutral team lacking community members will not
sufficiently understand the context. Such a team must also take into account the project’s consequences for the
community. In addition, if the monitoring team does not gain the community’s trust, it may be difficult to obtain
sufficient information to make accurate conclusions. In these cases, advocates should consider developing an
65
outreach plan to engage the community. There are other ways to overcome these obstacles, as discussed in
later sections.
Generally speaking, the organization can use staff as team members, or it can rely on outside members of the
community, partner organizations, academic institutions, firms and companies with pro bono resources, and
volunteers. Advocates should consider what expertise, if any, the project demands. For certain kinds of abuses,
such as those resulting in physical injury, advocates may find it useful to include team members with medical
backgrounds. Where the particular human rights violation involves navigating the justice system, advocates may
want to include lawyers on the team. Even when an area of expertise is identified, advocates must consider which
individual experts to include and possible implications of those choices. For example, while having reputable
66
authorities may lend credence to the mission, it may also attract unwanted attention.
Advocates should be aware of team members’ public activities outside of their monitoring work and its possible
effects on the team’s neutrality. Where it is not possible for monitors to remain completely objective or impartial,
advocates should examine potential biases with team members. These discussions should focus on recognizing
any pre-existing notions that may hinder objectivity, so monitors can learn to address, minimize, and segregate
those biases from their work.
Advocates should evaluate whether and what demographic traits will influence the fact-finding process.
Demographic considerations such as age, linguistic ability, sex, and socio-cultural background may call for a
monitoring team with members that have or lack those characteristics. Where appropriate, such as gender-based
violence investigations, advocates may wish to select a fact-finding team representative of both sexes, so that
females can interview females and males can interview males. Advocates should investigate beforehand whether
67
having fact-finders from the affected population would be beneficial or detrimental to the fact-finding.
iii. Size of the Team
Advocates should evaluate the size of the monitoring team. Examining the scope of the project and the resources
available can provide direction. Advocates should consider the management and oversight necessary for the size
of the team they select.
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When constructing a report-writing team, advocates should take into account a number of considerations.
Generally, using fewer authors in the report-writing phase can help streamline tone and style, as well as minimize
repetition. The team of advocates may consider drawing upon a subset of the fact-finders as drafters, as they will
have firsthand knowledge of the information and remember details or nuances from the monitoring. Using factfinders as authors may not always be appropriate, depending on the number of fact-finders and their writing skills.
It may be more effective to enlist a smaller team to write the report. Advocates should prioritize individuals with
strong writing skills and prior experience in report-writing. It may also be helpful to engage people with expertise
in the issue areas to write thematic sections, research particular areas for background information, or act as
reviewers.
iv. Working with Volunteers
Working with paid team members has both benefits and drawbacks. The most salient drawback is that it requires
financial resources. Compensating contractors as fact-finders may also compromise information quality. Factfinders who receive payment on a per-interview basis may finish more interviews more quickly, but also may
produce unfinished, brief, or inferior interviews. On the other hand, compensating fact-finders on a regular basis
eliminates the incentive to maximize interview numbers and can result in higher quality product. It does, however,
run the risk of exceeding projected costs if fact-finders work more hours than expected. One strategy for keeping
the project within budget and timelines is to offer financial rewards for meeting expectations and producing quality
68
work product.
Another alternative to paid team members is to use volunteers to carry out monitoring, documentation, and
advocacy. Although volunteers provide free assistance, organizations should recognize that managing volunteers
also requires time and financial resources. Some of the expenses involved in using volunteers include recruitment
and training of volunteers, staff time to oversee and manage volunteers, basic overhead costs such as
photocopying, postage, and office equipment, reimbursements for any costs incurred, and any type of volunteer
69
recognition. Advocates should think carefully about these hidden costs to ensure they have the time and
resources to effectively use volunteers. In addition, advocates should consider whether they have a ready
volunteer base—or a mechanism or partner by which to find volunteers—or whether they need to establish a
system for this purpose.
Advantages to a Volunteer Program
To the volunteer
Opportunity to give back to society and feel useful
Fills a gap in personal life
Flexibility compared with a full time job
Intellectual stimulation and growth
Meet new, like-minded people
Actively contribute to education change
Provides job experience if unemployed/ student

To the organization
Reach more people
Expand the program e.g. outreach, workshops
Full time staff can concentrate on the bigger picture
Rich and diverse pool of experience to call on
Frees up staff time to specialize in different areas
More time to develop and explore new methods
Ready-made sounding board
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Disadvantages and Difficulties in a Volunteer Program
To the volunteer
To the organization
The term “volunteer”
Recruitment of suitable people
Could take up too much time
Excluding unsuitable volunteers
Could feel under-valued
Hidden costs
Personality clashes
Extra training needs
Sense of not quite belonging to the organization
Different levels of training to be accommodated
Might not be keen on further training
Extra time needed to manage volunteers
Role may be unclear
Full time staff could feel the volunteers “take over”
May not be consulted on new policy affecting them
Legislation and unions
Internal employment protocols
Reproduced with permission from: J. Howard, Environmental Education in Botanic Gardens Training Course, Kirstenbosch Botanic Garden, South Africa, in
BGCI (1998), http://www.bgci.org/education/guide_to_using_volunteers/.

General tips when using volunteers in a project include the following:










Instruct volunteers thoroughly on organizational protocols.
Establish a process to screen volunteers and ensure they are an appropriate fit. Resumes, a general
volunteer application or questionnaire, statement of interest, interview, and reference checks are a few
examples of ways to evaluate whether a volunteer is right for the job.
Invest the time upfront to recruit and train volunteers thoroughly. Getting off to a strong start with wellinformed and prepared volunteers will have a positive impact on the project’s success.
Be accessible to volunteers throughout the project. Check in regularly, be prepared to answer questions,
provide feedback, and retain oversight of all components of the project.
Always maintain control over the project. Establish a clear understanding of expectations on both the
volunteer’s and organization’s part.
Consider developing a statement of understanding or volunteer agreement for review and signature. At a
minimum, the agreement should set forth the expectations for both the organization and volunteer. Other
issues may be included:
o Nature of the relationship between the organization and volunteer;
o Intellectual property issues (ownership/authorship of work-product);
o Confidentiality;
o Liability;
o Termination;
o Other related laws; and
o Compensation or reimbursement of expenses.
Continue to affirm volunteers’ value to the project. Explore ways to recognize volunteers’ contributions,
whether recognition in the organizational newsletter, the acknowledgements section of a report, or a postproject celebration.

Step 5. Develop an Interview Protocol.
An interview protocol should include overarching guidelines that address the fact-finder’s demeanor and
approach. Good interviewing requires the interviewer to be non-judgmental, to connect with the interviewee, and
to communicate complicated issues clearly. Interviewers should also be professional, polite, and
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70

knowledgeable. In general, interviewers should be prepared to carry out the interviews, be knowledgeable about
the context in which violations took place, and be respectful to the interviewee. Creating a set of these
considerations can guide interviewers in how they conduct themselves, before, during, and after the interviews.
Finally, pilot-testing interview questions with team members can help reinforce the protocol and how to apply it in
various situations. Running through a trial test will also help advocates determine if questions are phrased clearly,
71
and if they are eliciting relevant information.
i. Developing Interview Questions
After the advocate has determined what information is needed and how to obtain it (see Step 1 on page 18), the
72
next steps are to outline topics to be covered in an interview and draft interview questions.
Advocates should construct different types of questions to elicit broad, comprehensive information on relevant
topics. For example, interview questions can be designed to:











Determine the nature and extent of the human rights abuses;
Establish the causes and risk factors that contribute to or exacerbate the human rights violation;
Learn the consequences that result from that human rights violation;
Target structural issues, such as the laws or systems;
Seek clarification about the laws, such as vague language or how government actors interpret these
uncertainties in practice;
Elicit information on how pre-identified flaws in the law or policy play out in practice;
Seek clarification about procedures, guidelines, protocols, and trainings, and remind interviewers to
obtain copies of any official documents or template forms during the interview;
Seek quantitative information to obtain estimates, such as asking police about the number of cases
related to a particular issue they respond to each week;
Learn what efforts NGOs and other advocates are making to respond to the human rights violations; and
Determine the respondents’ views about public perceptions, victim needs, and recommendations for
change.

If the project mandate is investigating a specific event or victim experience, one set of uniform interview questions
73
may be appropriate. The questions should correspond appropriately to the violation under investigation.
Depending on the project mandate, however, advocates may need to develop different question sets for each
information source. For example, separate question sets may be needed for different groups, such as judges,
prosecutors, police, lawyers, community activists, victims, witnesses, perpetrators, advocates, and religious
leaders. If so, advocates should assess what information is needed and what each group can provide. Advocates
can then develop tailored questions. Knowing the different interviewee groups will also influence the approach.
For example, gaining government access to documents or sites or bringing up human rights violations requires
74
the interviewer to take a proactive approach. Asking government representatives highly specific questions and
giving them as much time as possible to speak will help interviewers gauge the government’s position on a
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particular issue. When interviewing perpetrators and officials, interviewers should be receptive to information
76
that both supports and contradicts the issues under investigation.
Advocates can also ask open-ended questions and simply allow interviewees to describe their experiences in a
77
narrative style. This approach may be more appropriate when interviewers are seeking experiences or
information about a specific event. Even so, advocates should consider including a set of specific follow-up
78
questions to ensure the story is as detailed as possible or to establish the basis of a complaint. Follow-up
questions for victims or witnesses’ accounts of events should focus on:







The perpetrators and relevant details such as identifiers, distinctive dress, number of perpetrators,
presence of weaponry, names, unit, and other witnesses;
Details of what transpired, including threats or harm against the interviewees or their families;
Length of harm, type of violence, weapons used, and body parts targeted;
Short and long-term effects;
Demands made; and
79
Conditions of transfer and/or confinement.

In general, the following guidelines may be helpful for advocates as they develop their interview questions:
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ii. Setting up the Interview
The first step in setting up an interview is to identify who should be interviewed. Organizations should seek to
interview “all sides” when fact-finding. They should keep in mind that the other side may not necessarily be the
perpetrator who directly committed the violation. It may mean interviewing government actors about their
response to the event. It may also mean interviewing members of the general community to gauge their
impressions and opinions.
There are several methods for identifying interviewees. One strategy is to map out the different sectors and main
actors involved in the human rights violation and the response. Using the map, advocates can visit websites or
call organizations to identify the primary persons handling that aspect of the issue. Advocates may look to
secondary publications to identify experts to contact for interviews or interviewee recommendations. Advisory
committee members or others involved with the issue may suggest names. Advocates may also produce an
interview request form that allows potential respondents to contact the organization directly, making it available on
the internet or at appropriate venues. Because there is no direct person-to-person interaction, the request form
should provide information about the organization, project contact information for staff team, and directions on
how to return the form. The organization should evaluate the project to determine which of these means are the
most appropriate.
Advocates should be sensitive to the time requirements of each interview and estimate the time each interview
87
will require based on the list of questions. Pilot-testing interview questions will help determine how much time to
88
allot each interview. Advocates should plan to interview only one person at a time. When scheduling the
89
interview, advocates should confirm that the respondent has the time available to participate in the interview.
They should also avoid planning too many interviews in a day and leave sufficient time for interviews that run over
time, travel and transition between interviews.
a. Outreach
Advocates should evaluate whether outreach or a public statement on the project may be beneficial. Outreach
can dispel mistrust and promote participation in the process. Increasing visibility through outreach or media may
90
also facilitate access to high-ranking individuals. Alternatively, the organization may not want to draw attention
to the investigation in cases in which publicity may potentially cause harm to interviewees. Advocates can vary
the level of publicity, for example, informing the public that the study is taking place, but not giving specific details
91
about the methodology or the individuals participating in the research.
Practitioner’s tip: Some questions advocates should ask themselves when gauging levels of visibility
include:
●

What are the benefits of raising visibility for the project and the affected population or participants?

●

What are the negative consequences of raising visibility for the project and the affected population or
participants?
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●

What is the nature of the project and what types of questions will be asked?

●

Will the nature of the project or questions place people at risk?

●

What resources, skills and relationships are available to increase visibility in these ways?

Advocates can use various means of outreach to inform the broader public of the project. Holding town hall
meetings, speaking at religious services and public events, scheduling publicity on radio shows or in print
publications, and going door-to-door to speak to people are a few ways to reach out to the community. Advocates
should also evaluate whether using electronic or other written forms of communication are appropriate for the
project.
b. Designing an Interview Format
Selecting an Interview Location
As a general rule, the interview should be conducted in private. Interviewers may need to establish safe, off-site
venues for interviewing, such as churches, mosques, synagogues, libraries, community centers, or schools that
have private spaces. Generally, the interviewee should be allowed to select the time and place of the interview. It
may be the interviewee’s home, the
interviewer’s office, or a separate, third
venue. Interviewers should suggest an
alternative place if they feel that privacy or
security will be compromised in the location
chosen by the interviewee. For example, an
interviewee who suggests a café should be
informed that that venue may be noisy,
requiring both parties to speak loudly about
what could be potentially sensitive or
personal topics, creating a risk of having
others overhear the interview. If the
interviewee insists on holding the interview in
a space where others are nearby,
interviewers should seek to conduct it out of
the hearing range of others.
Some questions advocates should ask themselves when deciding on an interview location include the following:






Is it accessible to the interviewee?
Is it secure in that no one’s physical safety will be compromised?
Is there a chance of being overheard?
Is there a chance the interview will be subject to interruptions?
Will the interviewee be comfortable in the environment?

Keep in mind that different interviewees will feel comfortable in different settings; some people may prefer to
speak in the privacy of their home, while others may prefer a neutral setting in another location.
Informed Consent
Advocates should always take steps to ensure that respondents give informed consent prior to participation.
Informed consent involves providing the respondent with clear and accurate information about who the interviewer
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92

represents, why the interview is taking place, and what the outcome will be. Informed consent may minimize any
potential harm to the interviewee by creating appropriate expectations and ensuring that the interviewee’s
93
participation is voluntary. The interviewer should explain to the respondent the extent to which the information
94
will remain confidential. In some cases, such as those involving high-level officials or authorities in remote
areas, it may not be realistic to withhold the identity of the interviewee, in which case the interviewer should inform
the interviewee and obtain his or her consent to proceed with the interview.
Advocates should develop an informed consent form for the respondent to read and sign or initial. In addition to
the information above, suggested topics the informed consent form may include are:












Basic information about the project;
What will happen to the information from the interview;
How and for what length the interview information will be stored;
Confidentiality;
The role of the interviewers;
Expectations of what the organization can and cannot do;
Disclosure of potential consequences of participating in the interview;
A reminder that participation is voluntary;
A reminder that interviewees may skip a question they do not want to answer or end the interview at any
time;
Information about potential re-traumatization; and
Confirmation that the respondent will provide an accurate and truthful interview to the best of his or her
knowledge and recollection.

The informed consent process may also include
standardized consent questions allowing respondents
to designate the level of confidentiality for the
information they provide, including whether they want
to remain anonymous. An advocate can give the form
to the respondent to read or read it to the respondent.

Practitioner’s tip: If respondents wish to remain
anonymous, they should be given the option of signing
their name on the informed consent form, making a
verbal attestation as verified on the form by the
advocate, or indicating consent in an alternative manner.

The informed consent process may also include standardized consent questions allowing respondents to
designate the level of confidentiality for the information they provide, including whether they want to remain
anonymous. An advocate can give the form to the respondent to read or read it to the respondent.
Documenting the Interview
Choosing a method by which to document or record the interview requires some degree of consideration.
Recording tools can vary and include writing, audio recording, video recording, photography, sketches, and online
mediums. Advocates should ask themselves:




92

Whether they can effectively take handwritten notes and still capture details?
Do they have the electronic infrastructure and funding to use electronic means?
If using an audio or video recorder, can confidentiality be guaranteed? Is there a reason to think this
method of recording will have a chilling effect on interviewees?

Kaplan, Human Rights Documentation and Advocacy, supra note 38, at 41.
Ellsberg and Heise, Researching Violence Against Women, supra note 33, at 36.
Kaplan, Human Rights Documentation and Advocacy, supra note 38, at 41. Advocates may wish to explain the organization’s citation to
interviewees as part of informed consent. For example, the advocate may explain that the only identifying information to be cited will be the
respondent’s general title (if applicable), city and date.
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The type of recording tool will depend on the type of monitoring and the project mandate. Monitoring may include
interviews, visual inspection, process observation, collection and review of materials, photography, audio-visual or
95
other recording, forensic examination, or any combination of these methods. Advocates should consider the
advantages and disadvantages of all types of recording an interview.
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Using Interpreters
If translation is needed, advocates should find a qualified interpreter who understands the terminology specific to
103
the issue being investigated. The interpreter’s role is to neutrally and objectively facilitate communication.
Interpreters should be held to the basic principles of human rights monitoring as fact-finders.
When selecting interpreters, advocates should ensure that they have the fundamental skills needed to interpret in
an accurate and sensitive manner. Interpreters should be appropriate to the context, and not, for example, come
104
from a population group that may intimidate interviewees or hinder their responses. For example, using an
interpreter from an ethnic group with historical conflicts with the interviewee’s ethnic group may inhibit or offend
the interviewee. Similarly, using an interpreter with a well-known past role in the government may intimidate
potential respondents and limit their participation in the process.
Vetting an interpreter is an important safeguard to ensure that there are no conflicts of interest or risks of harm.
Advocates should also ensure that interpreters are not personally intimidating. Advocates should understand the
dynamics of the community and abuse; for example, a rape victim may be more comfortable speaking through a
female rather than a male interpreter. Ultimately, advocates may find it necessary to use interpreters who do not
105
live in the area under investigation.
Advocates should draw up guidelines for interpreters and provide the following instructions:
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Respect confidentiality.
Ensure accuracy and completeness. The interpreter should translate everything that is stated and inform
the interviewee that he or she will do so. Interpreters should not summarize the interviewees’ words, but
translate as closely as possible to the original words. Interpreters should understand it is essential to
convey the exact spirit and meaning of the words. The interpreter should ask the interviewee to pause to
allow him or her to translate as needed.
Be impartial. If an interpreter cannot interpret impartially, the advocate should not invite the interpreter to
participate in the project or should even ask them to withdraw. The interpreter should never tell the
interviewee what to say. The interpreter should avoid judgment.
Be professional. Interpreters should maintain professional boundaries and avoid helping the client outside
106
of the project mandate.
Attend any applicable trainings and read training materials.
Review pertinent vocabulary and become familiar with the context.
Speak clearly in a normal voice that both parties can hear.
Clarify the meaning of special terms or words with the interviewer and interviewee as needed.
Speak in first person.
107
Self-monitor and correct as needed.
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Conducting the Interview
Ideally, a two-person team should conduct the interview: one person to lead the interview and ask questions and
the second person to take notes and ask follow-up or clarification questions if necessary. Working in teams can
promote accuracy for the interviewee, as well as security in areas deemed risky. In some cases, a third person,
such as an advocate or support person, may also be present. Advocates should ensure interpreters know and
108
understand the ground rules for interpretation. Where only one person is available to conduct an interview, that
person should proceed with the interview, taking time as needed to record details and ask for clarification when
needed.
Before the interview begins, the interviewer should make introductions, describe the project and its mandate,
explain the interviewer’s role, reassure the participant of procedures to maintain confidentiality, review the
109
informed consent process with the interviewee, and underscore the importance of details during the interview. It
may be helpful to prepare a checklist for team members to carry into interviews to ensure they cover all points
with the respondent.
At the start of the interview, the interviewer should record basic details about the interview, such as the following:








Name of the interviewer(s);
Name of the interviewee(s);
Title and associated organization of the interviewee(s);
Name of the interpreter, if applicable;
Location where the interview took place;
Date and interview start time; and
Contact information.

Whether the record should include additional attributes of the interviewee will depend on the mandate and project
goals. Examples of other traits that may be relevant are age, sex, occupation, place of origin, religion, nationality,
ethnicity, language, familial status, immigration status, education levels, and income. Advocates should ask the
110
interviewee which data may or may not be used.
The protocol should include whether the interview notes will be recorded in first or third person. In general,
recording an interview in first person can capture the person’s words as stated and facilitate greater accuracy in
quotes. Also, entering personal notes about follow-up, credibility, and references to other data is a good way to
record the interviewer’s reflections, but such notations should be clearly set off in brackets or double parentheses
111
to reflect that it comes from the interviewer, not the interviewee.
As part of the protocol, advocates should develop and adhere to a controlled vocabulary. A controlled vocabulary
reconciles synonymous terms and will facilitate the end processing of the information. For example, fact-finders
and respondents may use different terms interchangeably to describe the same concept: domestic abuse and
domestic violence; perpetrator and offender; and penal code and criminal code. During the analysis phase, an
advocate searching for one term may not identify a record that uses the alternative term. By developing a
controlled vocabulary that dictates which word will be used, advocates can make the monitoring process more
effective.
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During the interview, advocates may take several steps to promote credibility. They should test the internal
consistency and coherence of the narrative. Asking the same question different ways can help interviewers gauge
112
the credibility of an interviewee. Advocates might also consider establishing a mechanism to detect potential
problems in the monitoring phase that might affect credibility, such as team members recording false or
113
inaccurate information, not adhering to the protocol, or failing to complete work.
Finally, the interviewer should keep in mind the following guidelines throughout the interview:















112

114

Build rapport and be patient. Maintain eye contact and sit level with the interviewee. Letting the
respondent state what he or she believes is significant, even if not germane to the mandate, can bridge a
115
connection between the interviewer and interviewee. Allow the interviewee to tell the story and answer
116
questions at his or her own pace. Do not rush the interview.
117
Avoid judgment or evaluation. Be aware of non-verbal signals (by the interviewer), such as facial
expressions that reveal shock or judgment.
118
Do not interrupt the interviewee. If questions or confusion arise, make a note to ask when the
interviewee is finished speaking.
119
Do not push the interviewee. If an issue is too sensitive, come back to it later. Remember this is not a
prosecution; do not cross-examine the interviewee.
120
Be sensitive to cultural differences. For example, in some cultures, it may be disrespectful to look
authorities or elders in the eye when speaking. Be aware of and sensitive to these differences.
Obtain as much relevant detail as possible. Verifying and recording the names and titles of people, places
and dates will help preserve the information more accurately. Verify spelling when needed. If appropriate
and helpful to better depict the event, interviewers may request the interviewee to sketch a diagram or
121
picture or use gestures to describe the event to be described in the interview notes.
Ask questions to clarify. This may be the only and last opportunity the interviewer has to speak with the
interviewee, thus clear up confusion or obtain more detail at the interview.
Use your observation skills. If relevant to the project’s objectives, observe and describe the interviewees’
122
physical and psychological symptoms during the interview. During the interview, evaluate the overall
123
demeanor and credibility of the interviewee.
Respect confidentiality at all times. Never discuss with interviewees what other interviewees have
124
revealed. It violates the principle of confidentiality, and it also diminishes the interviewer’s credibility.
Treat each interview as though it will be the last with that person. Be adequately prepared, strive for
125
optimal interview conditions, and be thorough.
126
Know when to stop. If the interviewer begins to lose control of the situation, be prepared to stop the
interview and either restart after regaining control or reschedule.
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At the end of the interview, interviewers should ask if the respondent has anything else to add, any suggestions
for other people to interview, and any questions for them. Interviewers should thank the respondents and provide
referrals if appropriate.
Referrals
When working with an affected group that is likely to be in need of services, such as social, psychological, or
financial, the advocate should be prepared to provide referrals while respecting the interviewees’ autonomy and
127
confidentiality. Referrals for support can include emergency phone numbers, child care services, clothing
resources, food shelves and free meals, health care, counseling services, employment services and programs,
housing referrals, legal assistance, services for new immigrants, and other resources specific to the target
population. Advocates may want to develop a standard referral form listing community resources and phone
numbers to have available at interviews. Where support resources are lacking, advocates should consider
establishing short-term support structures through volunteer services or collaborations with appropriate
128
agencies.
c. Handling Difficulties
Advocates should develop guidelines for addressing common problems that may arise during interviews.
Guidelines should instruct interviewers to remember their duty to maintain control over the interview. They should
balance this responsibility with other principles and remind interviewers to remain sensitive and professional at
the same time.
Advocates should prepare in advance for difficult or hostile interviewees. In this situation, the interviewer should
maintain professionalism and avoid judgmental responses. Interviewers can help defuse tension in the interview
by providing context to build trust, demonstrating an understanding of the challenges, backing up and engaging in
“small talk” if appropriate, and rephrasing questions. If all else fails, the interviewer should end the interview and
129
seek to reschedule.
Developing ground rules on how to minimize or prevent
interruptions during the interview is an important measure
when the interviewee does not wish her participation to be
known or the communications are sensitive. Before the
interview begins, interviewers should advise the interviewee
of how they will handle interruptions. Should an interruption
occur, interviewers should be prepared to end the interview or
switch to a safe discussion topic. Interviewers can use other
team members to divert the attention of other household
131
members who are present.

Practitioner’s tip: Interviewers should also
bring tissues and water when the interview will
be long or emotionally difficult for the
respondent. Also, interviewers may be on a tight
schedule or interviews may run longer than
expected. Bringing snacks and having a cell
phone on hand will help interviewers navigate
through a busy day. They should also stay
flexible and arrange breaks to relax as
130
needed.

In some cases, the interviewee may need and want to bring
others along to the interview. For example, the interviewee
may need to bring small children along, in which case the interviewer should consider bringing toys, candy, or
coloring books to distract them. If the interviewee brings along an advocate or support person, the interviewer
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should establish that the purpose of the interview is to obtain information from the designated interviewee and
clarify the role of the third person as that of support.
d. After the Interview
Advocates should type up, transcribe or process their interview notes as soon as possible to promote accuracy.
Interviewers should review their notes and seek clarification from the other team member present at the interview.
They should make any notes about credibility and identify gaps to determine whether there is a need for follow
132
up. Team members should debrief with each other either daily or on a regular basis and evaluate the process
for gaps or unexpected hurdles.
Step 6. Training the Monitoring Team.
Training the fact-finding team is an important stage in the monitoring process. Advocates should invest time and
thought into developing an appropriate and thorough training program to accomplish the following:




Sensitize fact-finders to the human rights issues;
Train fact-finders on the project mandate, methodology, and interviewing; and
133
Develop a sense of team and motivation among team members.

In general, the training program should include the following:








Information about the organization, project, its mandate, and protocol;
Expectations;
Background on international human rights standards;
Information about the particular human rights violations to be investigated and the specific context;
Ethical considerations;
Re-traumatization, vicarious traumatization, and stress management; and
Practical instruction on how to carry out fact-finding.

Developing a training manual with information on these issues, plus contact information for the organization, can
be an important resource for team members. If resources are limited, organizations can create CDs with the
training information or upload materials to a secure online location to save printing costs. Also, advocates may
consider videotaping the training and making it available on DVDs or online video streaming. Advocates should
keep in mind, however, that print or video materials cannot replace the value of live training that allows trainees to
ask questions and to work with other team members.
i. Information on the Organization, Project, Its Mandate, and Protocol
Training should describe the organization and project, including project origins, scope, objective, timeline, and
final outcome, and provide team members with copies of this information for later reference. The training should
also instruct team members on the protocol for conducting fact-finding. Ensuring that team members know and
understand the project and its protocols is an important means of maintaining credibility and ensuring adherence
to the project mandate.
Advocates should give team members tools to help illustrate and reinforce these messages. Providing team
members with organizational brochures, annual reports, or a recent report can help promote an understanding of
the organization. Developing a set of answers to “Frequently Asked Questions” about the organization and project
may be helpful for team members to understand the project and prepare them to respond to questions they
132
133
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encounter. Organizations may also provide team members with reference packets about the organization, project,
and mandate for team members to carry while fact-finding.
ii. Expectations
Trainings should communicate both what the organization expects of the team member and what the team
member may expect from the organization. It may be useful to delineate a statement of the understanding to
communicate to team members before the monitoring begins.
A statement of understanding should begin by confirming the agreement between the organization and the team
member regarding the fact-finding project. It should describe the purpose of the project and its expected timeline.
The statement of understanding should outline the commitment of the organization to the project. The specific
obligations of the organization may include the following:





To assist in preparing the objectives and details of the fact-finding project and the team member’s
participation, including the organization’s expectations of what the project will accomplish;
To provide briefings on practical advice concerning the human rights project;
To supply briefing materials including background information for the project and resources for referrals to
service providers as needed during the course of fact-finding; and
To communicate protocols and procedures and any changes to the team members.

The statement of understanding should also include the commitment of the team member to the project. These
obligations may include the following:



















To prepare background and preparatory materials as agreed;
To complete the training;
To read and review background and preparatory materials provided and refer to them as needed;
To keep all information related to the project confidential and to agree not to disclose any information
about the interviewees or the interview content to anyone outside of the organization staff or other
members of the team;
To contact the organization should any unusual circumstances arise during the project;
To keep a record of all pertinent information obtained during the project, subject to the need for
confidentiality to protect project contacts, including the names and addresses of all contacts made
throughout the project and notes of the interviews to which delegate is assigned;
To comply with the protocols and procedures as established by the organization;
To respect all boundaries and not enter into a client-attorney, patient-medical provider, or other
relationship with the respondent outside of project scope;
To complete a certain number of hours or interviews within a specified timeframe;
To complete his or her work according to the project protocol;
To return all completed interview notes and work product to the organization in a timely manner;
To demonstrate communication and flexibility, accept changes to the protocols and procedures as they
arise, and work cooperatively with other members of the team at all times;
To understand that vicarious trauma is a possibility when conducting fact-finding;
To coordinate all communications about the project with the organization, forward all media or other
public requests to the organization, and agree not to speak on behalf of the project without specific
authorization by the organization;
To submit an expense report for any reimbursable expenses to the organization within a specified
deadline;
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To assist with the final fact-finding and documentation report; and
To assist with advocacy activities related to the project.

The training should address the expenses, if any, the team member is responsible for paying and the expenses
the organization will reimburse, such as travel, lodging, and per diem expenses. If the organization is
compensating fact-finders, it may want to develop an employment agreement for team members.
Depending on the project, the organization may wish to address any potential risks and ensure the monitor
understands there may be potential risks involved in the project. It may consider drafting a waiver agreement that
releases the organization from any claim or right of action arising from or by reason of any physical harm, physical
detention, health problem, or property loss which results from participation in the project.
It may be helpful for organizations to codify these expectations in a formal written statement of understanding for
all team members to review and sign prior to committing to the project. If possible, organizations should have an
attorney review the agreement.
iii. Background on International Human Rights Standards
The training program should address human rights and the relevant international standards. There are numerous
tools available for training on human rights. For example:




The Office of the High Commissioner on Human Rights offers educational materials on its website,
134
information on human rights basics, and thematic fact sheets.
DiscoverHumanRights.org includes several free resources, including a human rights toolkit, human rights
135
primer, information on the human rights system, and human rights in the U.S.
The Urban Justice Center’s Human Rights Project has developed numerous tools and trainings about
136
human rights standards and strategies for using them to advance domestic policy.

iv. Information about the Particular Human Rights Violations to be Investigated and the Specific Context
The training for the monitoring team should describe the human rights violations to be addressed by the project,
including both the defined issue and all the associated violations. For example, a project investigating sex
trafficking would address not only the human rights violation of trafficking itself, but also other abuses such as
sexual assault, general assault, kidnapping, and false imprisonment. Advocates can develop their own tools or
use news articles and reports to provide examples of how the problems manifest themselves.
Where relevant, the training should cover the timeline or key events leading up to or contributing to the human
rights violations. The timeline should include all relevant occurrences, such as social, legal, and political events,
historical root causes, incidents of major human rights violations, and economic factors. It should also address the
context, local conditions, key players, and stakeholders. For example, context may include the local community
dynamics, general attitudes and perceptions, or availability of victim resources.
Where relevant, the training should also address the federal and local laws governing the issue, as well as official
protocols, guidelines, and other policies. Advocates should think inclusively about all possible instruments that
may govern an issue. For example, a project monitoring domestic violence should address the following: criminal
134
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laws on domestic violence, assault, terroristic threats, strangulation, and any other relevant provisions; civil laws
on orders for protection, harassment restraining orders, remedies, and child custody; protocols and guidelines on
child protection, victims of crime, social services, and legal aid; and related forms and protocols on documenting
domestic violence, filing applications for orders for protection, and issuing orders for protection for police, judges,
and court personnel. On the other hand, a project monitoring peer-to-peer bullying in school might only focus on
school policies, cyberlaw on harassment and stalking, and the juvenile justice system.
The training should address other pertinent topics, such as history, body language, non-verbal cues, such as
common or disrespectful hand signals, cultural considerations for building rapport, and common vernacular
phrases. These considerations are particularly important when working with specific communities. Informing
monitors of cultural nuances such as these will help promote sensitivity during the monitoring process. Team
members may find it helpful to have maps or other visual aids at the training if relevant. Also, including a glossary,
list of key words, players, and acronyms may facilitate team members’ understanding of the context.
It may be helpful to bring in advocates or experts to train on specific issues. For example, if the investigating
organization is working with an immigrant population, advocates should consider bringing in an appropriate
person from that community who can present cross-cultural training for fact-finders. As another example, an
organization investigating sexual assault may consider using an advocate from a crisis center to discuss the
dynamics of sexual assault and victim considerations.
v. Ethical Considerations
Training should emphasize the principles of monitoring and particularly emphasize the ethical considerations for
conducting fact-finding. Above all, fact-finders should do no harm and always keep in mind the safety of the
people providing the information. Also, fact-finders should respect the mandate; understand the country and
respect the authorities; protect confidentiality of information; always exercise good judgment; behave
137
professionally; and remain impartial, objective, accurate, and patient.
To maintain credibility, an interviewer should avoid making promises to participants that cannot be kept. For
example, if an interviewee asks the advocate to meet with legislators about the report, the advocate may not be
able to commit to that request for a number of reasons. There may be potential conflicts of interest, it may be
premature to commit to a particular advocacy strategy, and that advocate may even have exited the project at that
point in time.
Also, advocates may need to consider the issue of compensation for interviewees and how it may impact the
credibility of the project. On the one hand, interviewees are using their time, energy, and possibly their own
transportation to participate in fact-finding; offering compensation recognizes the value of their time and may bring
138
a larger participant pool. On the other hand, compensating interviewees could be seen as breaching the
139
principles of voluntary participation or compromise the objectivity of the monitoring. There may be an inclination
140
for the participant to give information he or she perceives is agreeable to the interviewer. Should organizations
wish to recognize participants’ time, one option is to compensate participants with non-monetary tokens of
141
appreciation, such as coffee mugs, tee-shirts, or a meal. Reimbursement of participants’ travel expenses is
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142

another form of compensation.
report to victims or participants.

Finally, organizations can make symbolic gestures, such as dedicating the final

Monitoring human rights violations in the United States can have legal implications for respondents and team
members. If there are potential criminal and immigration ramifications for respondents and others involved in the
project, there may be a need to train team members to be alert for such risks. Advocates should establish
safeguards or protocols regarding these issues before the training and be prepared to inform fact-finders of the
procedures to follow. For example, advocates may have built in a legal consultation system for respondents to
use before they participate in an interview. Training should describe this process to team members, clearly
delineate roles, and provide them with the lawyers’ contact information.
Providing examples of scenarios may help team members understand how to apply ethical principles to different
situations:
Situation

Non-ethical response

Better ethical response

Interviewer is concerned
about the psychological
state of the interviewee
after an interview

Interviewer calls a
psychosocial counselor
without obtaining the
client’s permission and
asks the counselor to
follow up with the client.

Interviewer provides closure and allows enough time for
the interviewee to compose himself/herself and
transition back to the present. Interviewer acknowledges
that it may be difficult to discuss past abuse and return
to reality and checks whether interviewee has
somewhere to go or someone to be with that evening.
Interviewer validates and normalizes the manner in
which the survivor conducted himself/herself during the
143
interview. Interviewer provides an approved referral to
the interviewee. Interviewer debriefs with the team
leader and discusses possible follow-up with
interviewee.

Interviewer is
experiencing vicarious
traumatization and
having difficulty
managing his or her own
stress.

Interviewer talks with
partner or spouse about
the stories as a way to
manage stress.

Interviewer debriefs with team members after each
interview. Interviewer remembers the larger mission of
the project. Interviewer addresses his or her own
emotional and mental health needs and nurtures
sources of hope and inspiration. Interviewer contacts the
organization team member with concerns and
144
questions.

Interviewee asks
interviewer for legal or
medical advice in the
course of the factfinding.

Interviewer gives legal or
medical advice to the
interviewee outside the
scope of the project
mandate.

Interviewer remembers his or her role as a fact-finder
and maintains boundaries. Interviewer provides
appropriate referrals to interviewee.
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Situation

Non-ethical response

Better ethical response

Interviewee does not
understand the question
posed.

Interviewer mentions
another interviewee’s
response (with or without
the name) as a way to
explain the question.

Interviewer reframes the question a different way; if
interviewee still does not understand the question,
interviewer moves on.

Trainings should also address ethical considerations that may arise after the project is finished. For example, a
team member may want to write a blog entry or an academic piece about the project or about his or her
experience. When the team has communicated to respondents the purpose of the interview and assured them of
the confidentiality, such activities could compromise those assurances and the organization’s credibility.
Organizations should develop their own policies for these and similar matters. At all times, however, organizations
should be guided by the ultimate priority of protecting confidentiality of the information. To safeguard against any
breach of ethics, advocates should communicate to team members beforehand that information resulting from the
145
project cannot be used for independent purposes without authorization from the organization.
vi. Re-traumatization, Vicarious Traumatization, and Stress Management
a. Re-traumatization
Training should prepare the monitors for the potential of re-traumatization of interviewees. Particularly where a
torture victim recounts the events of his or her abuse, the experience can bring back traumatic memories. Retraumatization cannot always be prevented or avoided, but it can be minimized or managed. Some tips for factfinders in handling emotions include the following:













Pace the interview to avoid overwhelming the interviewee;
Recognize and acknowledge the difficulty in reliving the abuse;
Demonstrate empathy;
Validate and normalize the interviewee’s conduct during the interview; encourage the interviewee’s
emotional expression in a supportive environment;
Redirect;
Promote self-awareness, monitoring and management;
Actively listen to the interviewee;
Avoid assumptions or judgments about the interviewee’s behavior; avoid labeling or categorizing the
interviewee’s behavior; avoid shaming the interviewee;
Use self-control over interviewers’ own shock or anger over the victimization; recognize and own their
personal discomfort with any of the interviewee’s issues, so it is clear to the interviewee that it is the
issue—not the interviewee—causing the discomfort;
Develop knowledge about the dynamics of the human rights violation, its physical, social, and emotional
consequences, and relevant history; and
146
Do not hug or otherwise touch the interviewee.
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b. Vicarious or Secondary Trauma
The training program should also address the possibility of vicarious traumatization of the fact-finders. Vicarious
traumatization is trauma-related stress from working with survivors of abuse. Trainings should alert team
members to be aware of the symptoms, including fatigue, sadness, withdrawal, apathy, indifference, emotional
numbness, forgetfulness, confusion, and cynicism. Other symptoms include: loss of compassion or trust in
humanity, demoralization, and loss of emotional control, creativity, problem-solving skills, and sense of humor.
The physical symptoms of vicarious trauma include difficulty sleeping or relaxing, headaches, stomach pain,
147
diarrhea, joint or muscle pain, and illness.
Trainings should emphasize the following ways to manage vicarious trauma:






Debrief with team members after each interview;
Remember the larger mission of the project;
Address interviewer’s own emotional and mental health needs;
Nurture sources of hope and inspiration; and
148
Contact an organization team member with concerns and questions.

Also, the training can include reference to background reading material to help fact-finders understand and
149
manage potential vicarious trauma. If advocates anticipate a high degree of probability that the fact-finders will
experience secondary traumatization, they should consider enlisting professional psychosocial counselors to
assist with training the monitoring team.
vii. Practical Training
The monitoring protocol will dictate the specific topics of the training, but in general, advocates should address
these subjects:








Overall guidelines to conducting interviews;
Fact-finding protocol, which may be provided to monitors as a checklist, including:
o Setting up interviews
o Establishing interview locations
o Completing informed consent procedures
o Carrying out the interview (including introduction and what information to collect in the interview)
o Recording the interview
o Using standardized forms for the interview
Using interpreters, if applicable;
Cross-cultural issues;
Handling difficult interviewees; and
Follow-up and referrals.

Mock interviews can illustrate and reinforce the monitoring protocol. A mock interview not only illustrates the
interviewing protocol, but it also can demonstrate unexpected challenges and how to respond to them. Advocates
should engage a team member with past fact-finding experience to play the roles of the interviewee and
interviewer. One method is for the trainer to develop a set of interview questions and allow the “interviewee” to ad-
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lib answers or read prepared responses. The mock interview should also conclude with evaluation and questions
150
from team members.
Step 7. Storing the Information
A final, but important, step in the monitoring stage is documentation retention and storage. There are no one-sizefits-all information management solutions for human rights organizations. Indeed, the data storage needs and
modes of each discrete project may require advocates to design unique storage policies. Advocates should
develop and follow a protocol to protect data in storage and in publication to ensure that respondents can neither
be identified nor associated with the information they gave. The level of security measures will depend on the
scope of the project and the issues being investigated. For example, information gathered in a small community
may require greater anonymity and more detailed security procedures than a broader survey. See Chapter 11,
starting on page 316, for additional information on digital security.
In developing a data management scheme, the advocate must weigh several other considerations, asking
questions such as the following:





What resources are available to the organization for secure electronic and/or physical storage?
What is the size and scope of the project?
What level of information security is necessary to adequately protect confidentiality and uphold the
principle of do no harm?
Is long-term archival preservation of the first-hand accounts collected part of the project mandate?

Appendix A provides a more detailed discussion of storage options and considerations.
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